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The NZhK-7 liquid-oxygen pump is designed to feed dry
gasecus industrial oxygen obtained by means of the BR-5 apparatus
directly into cylinders at 165 gage atmospheres.I? The pump operates with superccoled liquid.

Figure 1 is a schematic diagram showing how the NZhK-7
pump is connected to the separation unit of the BR-5 air separating
apparatus.

The NZhK-7 pump is a one-line horizontal machine of the
1plunger type (Fig. 2).

The stainless steel plunger (Fig. 3) is guided in M20

or 15E-S graphite bushings, which have good antifriction properties.
The NZhX-7 pump was tested on the test stand of the

VNIIKIMASh for 115 hours, during 100 of which the pump operated at a
pressare of 165 gage atmospheres; it had a delivery coefficient of

not less than 0.75.
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ABSTRACT

Piston compressors with such output values are rather,
cumbersome and heavy machines. To ensure reliable oxygen operation,
the piston group is lubricated with a soap emulsion, and this creates
sertain difficulties in the operation of the machine.

The replacement of piston compressors with turbo-
compressors of greater output capacity reduces the initial costs and
the operating costs, simplifies maintenance, and provides better
opportunities for complex automation. The dimensions and weight of
turbocompressors are much smaller than those of piston compressors.

In the design of the compressor, considerable attention
was given to the problems of stable compressor operation. Experience
in the adjusting of turbomachines designed by the Institute showed
that if the ratio of the operational number of revolutions per minute
to the first critical value exceeds 1.8-1.9, there may be self-
oscillations of the rotor, i.e., oscillations close to its first
characteristic frequency. Such oscillations often make machine operation
erratic, lead to jamming in the labyrinth packings and unreliable
functioning of the bearings, and sometimes even lead to breakdown.
For this reason, in those turbines which the VNIIKIMASh designs with
flexible shafts, for stabiliazation of the rotor rotation, one of the
bearings is equipped with a specially designed elastic-damping support
and this eliminates self-oscillations when the machine is adjusted.
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Piston-type compressors with unlubricated packing and,
in particular, with graphite piston packing have recently come into
increasingly widespread use both in Soviet and in foreign industry.

The reason for this is that the use of such compressors
makes it possible to supply the consumer with compressed gas
uncontaminated by any lubricant.

The following conclusions may be drawn from the results of
the tests performed on the KPK-6 compressor: 1) The operation of the
graphite piston packings may be considered satisfactory; the amount of
gas leaking throzigh the piston rings was less than 0.5%; the wear of the
compressor piston rings in air operation after 100 hr was 0.07 to 0 09%
and in oxygen operation after 100 hr approximately 0.5%. With this
wear value, we may assume that the service lifetime of the piston rings
will be 4oo0-6000 hr. 2) The good operation of the piston packings and
valves, as well as the samll amount of dead volume, made it possible to
obtain a high delivery coefficient. 3) The high wear of the guide rings
is attributable to the axial misalignment of the pistons and cylinders.
The hinge joints supplied for joining the piston rods to the pistons did
not adequately compensate the axial misalignment between the cylinders
and the pistons. 4) A compressor with graphite packings requires
greater care in fabrication than compressors with metal piston rings.
5) The operation of self-expanding band valves in the compressor was
satisfactory; during the test period we observed no breaks in the plates,~
no appreciable wear of their limiters or of the plates themselves; the
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tightness of the valves was also within the range of
the acceptable standards. 6) For compressors with a
delivery pressure of 16 atm abs or higher, we may recommend
2P-1000 graphite, which showed good resistance to wear.
However, it is highly rigid and brittle, so that it is
difficult to work.

For compressors with a delivery pressure of up
to 10 atm abs, we may recommend brands D and Ye graphites
of the Electrode Plant, which are less brittle and are
more easily worked, and which are also much less expensive
than 2P-1000 graphite.
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THE NZHK-7 LIQUID-OXYGEN PUMP
Yu.A. Miroslavskaya, Engineer

The NZhK-7 liquid-oxygen pump is designed to feed dry gaseousindustrial oxygen obtained by means of the BR-5 apparatus directlyinto cylinders at 165 gage atmospheres.

The pump operates with supercooled liquid.

Figure 1 is a schematic diagram showing how the NZhK-7 PUMPIs connected to the separation unit of the BR-5 air-separating ap-
paratus.
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Fig. 1. Schematic diagram showing how the NZhK-7 pump is connect-ed
to the air-separation unit of the BR-5 oxygen apparatus of theVNIIKIMASh. 1) Nitrogen to heat exchanger; 2) nitrogen from oxygen
supercooler to pump jacket; 3) oxygen to pump; /4) waste nitrogen
for blowing out the gland; 5) oxygen to charging ramp; 6) oxygen
from pump gland to column; 7) oxygen -from pump gland to atmosphere.

The NZhK-7 pump is a one-line horizontal machine of the
plunger type (Fig. 2).

The stainless steel plunger (Fig. 3) is guided In M20 or
15E-S graphite bushings, whic4 have good antifriction properties.

At the cold end the plunger is sealed with a gland consistingof alternating rings of graphited fibrous lead 4 and loose lamel-
lar graphite 5, which serves as a lubricant. The gland is kepttight by means of a threaded collar 6 situated at the hot end,
through the housing 3 of the gland, the intermediate bushing 7,
the connector 8, and the guide bushing 2.

i 
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Fig. 2. The NZhK-7 liquid-oxygen pump: 1) frame of pump; 2) cross-
head; 3) connecting rod; 4) worm reducer; 5) crank pin. a) Liquid
from pump; b) gaseous nitrogen from jacket; c) oxygen after glandV;
d) gaseous nitrogen to jacket; e) liquid to pump; f) waste nitro-
gen for blowing out the gland.

At the hot end there is a small lead-graphite gland 9, which
prevents the escape of the oxygen that gets through the main gland.

"~~- 1.1 7,

.1

Fig. 3. Cylinder group of the NZhK-7 oxygen pu,,ip: 1) plunger; 2)
guide bushing; 3) gland housing; 4) seal ring; 5) lamellar graph-
ite; 6) threaded collar; 7) intermediate bushing; 8) connector;
9) lead-graphite gland; 10) cylinder; 11) pump cap; 12) pipe for
removing oxygen into atmosphere; 13) textolite insulating plate;
14) frame of pump; 15) threaded collar; 16) lock nut; 17) cali-
brated ring.



At tne hot end the cylinder 10, the housing 3 of the gland,
and thete inte-mediate hbuhing 7 are made of stainless steel in or-
der to reduce the flow of heat from outside to the operating part
ref th nimn nvlinr•pv arm.in- Rn thp Rnmp reasn.. the can 11 of the
pump and the cylinder have gaseous nitrogen from the supercoolerflowing past them.

The oxygen which leaks chrough the gland is removed from the
cavity formed by the connector through the pipe 12 into the at-
mosphere or into a rectifying column.

The valve labeled "oxygen to atmosphere" is opened only when
it becomes necessary to check the operation of the gland, and at
such times the valve labeled "oxygen to column" is closed. The
operation of the gland can be evaluated on the basis of the amournt
of oxygen escaping from the pipe.

The intake valve and the feed valve are situated in the cyl-
inder cap, and their construction is of the thimble type: the
valve seat is made of LZhMts 59-1 brass, and the thimble is made
of' lKhl8N9 stainless steel. I

The pump cylinder group Ls fastened to the pump frame by
means of pins, through a textolite insulating plate, and the
crank pin-connecting rod group is also mounted on the frame.

The front panel of the frame is attached to the housing of
the separation unit nn such a way that the cylinder group is in-
side the housing and the crank pin-connecting rod group is out-
side.

The pump is driven by an alternating-current motor through a
worm gear reducer with a gear ratio of 15.5.

The electric motor is placed horizontally and is connected
by means of a pin clutch directly-to the shaft of the worm gear
reducer.

The reducer is constructed with its shafts placed horizon-
tally and mounted in antifriction bearings.

The shaft of the worm gear acts at the same time as a bear-
ing shaft, which simplifies the grouping and reduces the size of
the pump. For convenience in assembling, the crank pin is remov-
able, so that when the pump is assembled, any crank radius smaller
than 50 mm can be used.

The gears and bearings of the reducer are lubricated by the
splashing of oil poured into the reducer housing.

To ensure normal reducer operation at ambient temperatures
of up to +500C, a helical-type water cooler is placed in the lower
part of the reducer housing.

Motion is transmitted from the reducer crank shaft to the
crosshead of the pump by a connecting rod which has needle bear-
ings at its upper and lower ends. The rod and crosshead are joined

FTD-HiT-2 3-145G-6



by means of a threaded collar 15 and a lock nut 16 through a call-r" a baed ring 'i" uha a L ---
mm between the nu scred onto the front of the plunger and

plunger to adjust itself along the graphite guide bushings.

The crank pin-connecting rod group is shielded by a cast
aluminum alloy guard.

The elements of the crank pin-connecting rod group are lubri-
cated in the following manner.

Machine oil S (All-Union State Standard 1707-51) is poured
into the reducer housing throLgh the opening for the lubrication
of the gears and bearings; the oil is completely changed once a
month.

The crosshead is lubricated with UTV grease (grease 1-13,
All-Union State Standard 1631-52) by means of a cap oiler. The
same lubricant is applied liberally to the upper and lower ends
of the connecting rod during assembly. The needle bearings are
lubricated every 4 months.

The NZhK-7 pump was tested on the test stand of the
VNIIKIMASh for 115 hours, during 100 of which the pump operated
at a pressure of 165 gage atmospheres; it had a delivery coeffi-
cient of not less than 0.75.

Technical Characteristics of Pump

Kind of liquid pumped ............................ Supercooled
liquid oxygen

Output of pump (averaged over the time required
to fill cylinders to 165 gage atmospheres,
with a stroke length of 80 mm), in liters/hr.... 90

Maximum feed pressure, in atmospheres ............ 165
Number of complete (bank-and-forth) strokes per

minute ......................................... 90
Operating stroke of plunger, mm .................. 80
Diameter of plunger, mm .......................... 20
Gear ratio of reducer ............................ 15.5

Weight of pump and electric motor, in kg ......... 215
Alternating-current motor, type AO-42-4-Sh2 . . . . . .  2.8 kw;

1420 rpm;
220/380 v.

For countries with a tropical climate, the pump is equipped
with an AO-42-4-T motor (2.8 kw, 1420 rpm, 400 volts).

The direction of rotation of the motor is clockwise as the
motor is viewed from the direction of the front bearing.

-4-
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Manu-
script Transliterated Symbols
Page
No.

1 H)K{= NZhK = nasos zhidkogo kis]oroda = liquid-oxygen
pump

1 EP = BR = blok razdel~niya = separation unit

1 BHB4WKXMAUI= VNIIKIMASh = Vsesoyuznyy nauchno-issledova-
tel'skiy institut kislorodnogo mashinostro-
yeniya = All-Union Scientific Research In-
stitute of Oxygen Machinery Construction
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II

THE KTK-7 OXYGEN TURBOCOMPRESSOR
Engineer A.M. Gorshkov, Engineer V.M. Grushevskiy

During the years 1950-1955 the VNIIKIMASh produced oxygen
turbocompressors of the KTK-12.5 type, which had an output of
12,000-13,000 ms/hr and a pressure of 28 atmospheres. The
VNIIKIMASh was then given the problem of producing an oxygen tur-
bocompressor with a pressure of about 16 atmospheres, designed
for feeding oxygen into open-hearth furnaces. Somewhat earlier,
two-stage piston compressors with an output of 3500 m3/hr and a
design pressure of up to 16 atmospheres had been produced for
this purpose.

Piston compressors with such output values are rather cumber-
some and heavy machines. To ensure reliable oxygen operation, the
piston group is lubricated with a soap emulsion, and this creates
certain difficulties in the operation of the machine.

The replacement of piston compressors with turbocompressors
of greater output capacity reduces the initial costs and the op-
erating costs, simplifies maintenance, and provides better oppor-
tunities for complex automation. The dimensions and weight of tur-
bocompressors are much smaller than those of piston compressors.

The design data specified for the turbocompressor were the
following:

Volumetric output capacity in terms of oxygen at
t = 20 0 C, p = 760 mm Hg, in m3/hr .............. 7000

Final pressure, Pk, in absolute atmospheres ...... 11-13
Initial pressure, Pn, in absolute atmospheres .... 1
Average initial temperature of oxygen at inlet,

tn, in C ................................ 25
Maximum oxygen temperature at inlet, in 0C ....... 35
Final temperature of compressed and cooled oxy-

gen, tk, in C ........................... 13-15
Purity of oxygen,* in % .......................... Not more than 96
Average relative humidity of oxygen, in % ........ j0
Temperature of cooled water in summer, tw, in °C. 40
Same during cold season, in 0C ................... 17
Temperature of cooled water for second final

cooler, in 0C .................................. 8
Amount of cooling water at a temperature of 80,

in M3 /hr ...................................... 4
Temperature in the plant, in 0C ..................... Up to 50

-6-



This technical problem was formulated tor the c~imatlc conal-
tions of the metaii•urgleal combine at, LBIL (IJ6) L, +
achievement of a compression factor of about 16 under the climatic
conditions of the USSR = = 0) h.a.- t. e t-ken ±tc ,,,.
sideration.

A final gas temperature of 13-150 and a temperature of 80 in
the cooling water for the second final cooler, with a water flow
rate of up to 4 m 3/hr, were specified on the basis of the condi-
tion that a moisture content of not more than 1 g/m3 in the oxy-
gen had to be achieved.

Later the allowable water content in the compressed and
cooled oxygen was increased to 4 g/m 3 , and as a result it became
possible to allow a higher oxygen tempe-ature at the outlet of
the cooler and, accordingly, to accept a higher water temperature
(up to 200) in the additional final cooler.

The main design difference between this turbocompressor and
the one produced earlier (the KTK-12.5) is that two-coil outlets
are used in every stage except the last. The outer diameters and
the profiles of the vanes of the rotors are much the same in the
KTK-7 turbocompressor as in the KTK-12.5.

The eight compression stages are housed in two casings ar-

ranged in series, four stages in each casing.

The compressor rotates at 13,640 rpm.

The relative width of the rotors in the second casing is un-
favorable from the standpoint of gasdynamic parameters. In the
present case there are two solutions: either to use pump-type ro-
tors, on the basis of the experience acquired at the Neva "Lenin"
Plant, as more favorable with respect to the value of the relative
width at the outlet, i.e., the quantity b2/D 2 , or to manufacture
two-casing machines with different numbers of revolutions per
minute. However, since time w.s short and since relatively good
parameters had been achieved with the KTK-12.5 turbocompressor,
it was decided to adopt the simpler solution of manufacturing ma-
chines with the same number of revolutions per minute and using
rotors of the ordinary compressor type.

BASIC DESIGN CONDITIONS

The gas-dynamics derign of the turbocompressor was carried
out according to the usual method. On the basis of general con-
siderations and available operating experience, values were
adopted for the subtropical efficiencies of the individual group
and for the relative losses for disk friction and overflow.

On the basis of the selected rotor diameters and the speci-
fied number of revolutions per minute, we found the compression
factor for the individual group and the amount of work required.

The angles of inclination of the rotor vanes at the outlet,
as in previous VNIIKIMASh turlbocompressor designs, were kept

-- 7--
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The angles at the inlet essentially corresponded to the value

tan , -- , i.e., small positive or negative angles of attack

were used, with complete retention of the vane profile within the
limits of one group.

In keeping with usual practice, the number of vanes on the
"rotors was taken to be small (16); this does not contradict either
Eckert's formula or Stodola's formula, and it likewise does not
contradict Pfleiderer's formula for centrifugal pumps. The cir-
cular velocity at the rim of the rotors of the first group is 271
m/sec. The x lue of the dimensionless quantity M, determined from
the absolute velocity at the outlet of the rotor,

. 0.6

and from the circular velocity of the rotor,

U 0.965

is found to be within the allowable limits and gives no cause to
expect a reduction of efficiency or a very steep characteristic.*

As indicated, the compressor was designed as a dual-diffuser
machine. Thus, in each stage the gas from the rotor passes to two
open half-coils which act as gas collectors, with transformation
of the velocity energy in two rectilinear conical diffusers. Only
the last stage has a complete coil and one diffuser.

The outlet cross section of the coil was designed by graphi-
cal integration according to the rule rce = const. The linear

value of the integral was determined from the calculated volumet-
ric flow rate with the parameters at the outlet of the rotor,

S dr= QP1O'

where Q is tie calculated volumetric flow rate before the group,

in m3/sec; kV2 is the ratio of specific volumes - the initial spe-

cific volume and the specific volume at the outlet of the rotor;
K-r,c, at the outlet of the rotor, in m2 /sec.

The remaining coil cross sections were selected in accord-
ance with the corresponding fraction of the flow rate. The calcu-
lated compression factor at the outlet of the compressor discharge
nozzle, Pk/Pn, for an initial gas temperature of 250 and an av-

erage cooling-water temperature 3'f 30, was found to be 13.4. For
a -as temperature of 350 and a waw.er temperature of 400 it was
found to be approximately 12.6.

In the design of the compressor, considerable attention was

-8-
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given to the problems of stable compressor operation. Experience

that if the ratio of the operational number of revolutions per
-inu-t to the mvctc I• vu e d !8-19, --the may b
self-oscillations of the rotor, i.e., oscillations close to its
first characteristic frequency. Such oscillations often make ma-
chine operation erratic, lead to jamming in the labyrinth pack-
ings and unreliable functioning of the bearings, and sometimes
even lead to breakdown. For this reason, in those turbines which
the VNIIKIMASh designs with flexible shafts, for stabilization of
the rotor rotation, one of the bearings is equipped with a spe-.
cially designed elastic-damping support, and this eliminates self-
oscillations when the machine is adjusted.

The oscillations which do occur, synchronous with the number
of revolutions per minute, present no danger if the rotor is suit-
ably balanced.

DESIGN OF THE KTK-7 TURBOCOMPRESSOR

As was mentioned earlier, the turbocompressor (Fig. la and b)
is a two-casing machine with external cooling, without deflectors,
with spiral gas outlets after each stage, and with external admis-
sion of the gas from one stage to the next.

The intermediate cooling of the gas is carried out after ev-
ery two stages, in three pairs of remote gas condensers situated
on both sides of the machine.

The rotors are made of type 2Khl3 stainless steel, with an
admixture of 1-1.5% Ni and 0.2-0.3% Mo to obtain the necessary
stable mechanical properties. The vanes are machined at the same
time with the main disks. The covering disks are attached with
rivets which pass through the body of the vanes. The shafts are
made of 2Khl3 steel.

The casings are made of cast iron, with a joint in the hori-
zontal plane, and are supported on cast-iron base plates by means
of bearing chambers cast at the same time with the lower parts of
the casings.

The bearing bushings are made of cast iron and are lined with
Babbitt metal. In each casing, one of the bearings is a support
bearing and the other is a support-thrust bearing with self-ad-
justing shoes. The thrust bearing absorbs small axial forces,
since the rotors are largeiy relieved of such forces by the fact
that the rotor input funnels are arranged in opposite directions.

The bushings of the support bearings rest on specially de-
signed elastic-damping supports which eliminate the possibility
of dangerous oscillation. Forced circulating lubrication is used
on the bearings.

The compressor has internal and terminal labyrinth packing
constructed in the form of thin nickel rings calked into the
gr-oves of tne rotor.

-9-
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SThe gas leaking through the terminal packings of each casing

is removed from the intermediate chambers into a common collector

connected to the intake pipe of the machine.

Nitrogen is blown past the terminal packings in order to pre-
vent the entry of oil into the machine and also to prevent the en-
try of pure oxygen from the labyrinths into the zone of the bear-ing chambers.

The intermediate gas condensers of the first two groups of
rotors are mounted pairwise in a single unit.

The compressor is equipped with a terminal gas condenser and
moisture separator to dry the oxygen.

t In cases where the temperature of the cooling water is unusu-
ally high, an additional terminal cooler supplied with specially
cooled water is used to make the gas sufficiently dry.

The gears of the reducing and multiplying gear train are
made with two-sided helical teeth. The bearings are made of cast
iron and lined with Babbitt metal. The bearings and the gears are

L lubricated with forced circulating lubrication from the common
oil system.

A gear-type oil pump, driven by the shaft of the low-speed
wheel, is built into the reducer.

The turbocompressor is driven by an STM-1500-2 synchronous
electric motor with a power of 1500 kw and a rotation rate of
3000 rpm.

The shafts of the compressor, the reducer, and the electric
motor are connected by means of toothed clutches.

The turbocompressor is equipped with instruments and devices
designed for automatic starting and stopping from a button on the
control panel. For this purpose all the equipment involved in
starting and stopping is electrically driven.

Regulation and the maintenance of constant pressure are
achieved by an intake throttle combined with a return of the ex-
cess gas into the intake line by means of an antisurge device.

The compressor is equipped with systems to protect against a
shortage of lubricant or cooling water, unacceptable temperature
increases at the bearings, and unacceptable axial displacement of
the rotors. In addition, the compressor is equipped with a fast-
acting gate to close the intake pipe, actuated by special sensors,
which prevents the entry of additional oxygen into the machine
and admits nitrogen in case of fire. For additional safety of op-
eration, nitrogen is used both for starting and for stopping the
turbocompressor. The conversion from nitrogen to oxygen after
starting and the conversion from oxygen to nitrogen upon stopping
are also carried out automatically as a part of the general auto-
matic start-and-stop complex.
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The automatic ~1control syotem is so designed that after the
turbocornpr'essor has been halted by means of the control panel bilt-
ton, the itartinr button is automatically unlocked and a light
goes on to Indicate that the machine may be started agzain. If the
I )ow,4P f:1r-cutt4 of the electric motor have been deenergized at the

- 8ut):.tat~tri, theo ele.ctric power is automatically disconnected from
the control panel.

a

b

Fig. 1. Over-all view of the KTK-7 turoocompressor: a) longitudi-
nal section; b) transverse section.



[ I In the event of shutdown due to malfunction after preliminary... +- C!4 rrn CA ne'w strtin of' the tuibooompre-sor ai-
tomatically becomes possible after the defect which caused the

malfunction has been removed.

The fluid-flow controls and regulating devices can also be
operated remotely from the control panel or by hand from the main-tenance platforms.

Figure 2 is a flow diagram of the turbocompressor.

A number of shutoff valves not connected to the automatic
control system are designed for regulation of the water supply to
each of the gas condensers, the supply of nitrogen to the traps
of the labyrinth packing, and regulation of leakage and overflow,
I.e.,, for operations which are carried out during adjusting of the

machine or occasionally. Provision is made in the design of the
machine for maximum convenience in assembly, adjusting, operation,
and inspection.

.-. 
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) 2 ai-oolermotm oi th s 10) t opgmp; 1) turo oil

ý) fina colr 6) .,"'str seaao;7 odest1eoes

D-1) throttling gate; D-2) bypass valve; DM and DR) starting oil
pumps (main and reserve); EM) electromagnetically driven valves
and oxygen cutoff" crate; Z) manual regulating valves and drainage
valves; M) manometers; 14M) sensitive manometer to regulator; R)
oil-pressure r~elay and coolin,--water flow rate relay; T) resist-

12
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ance thermometer; OK) check valve; DOS) axial-dieplacement sensor. i
A) Legend; B) oxygen; C) oxygen leakage; D) nitrogen; E) oil; F)
water.; G) waste drain; H) condensate; I) gas duct to condensate
removers; J) air; K) discharge; L) drainage; M) DV; N) D; 0) DM;
P) DR; Q) EM; R) Z; S) R; T) DOS.

ASSEMBLY OF THE KTK-7 TURBOCOMPRESSOR

The technology of assembly of oxygen turbocompressors has
been worked out on the basis cf the technology of assembly of air
turbocompressors. However, the. assembly of oxygen compressors in-
volves more severe requirements with regard to precision and re-
liability in setting up the machine. In addition, the technology
of assembly of an oxygen turbocompressor involves a number of ad-
ditional operations due to the specific properties of the gas be-
ing compressed.

In order to meet these requirements, the design provided for
setting up the turbocompressor casings on setting plates or on a
welded metal framework built into the foundation. The casings are
aligned by means of precisely adjusted shims placed between the
setting elements and the base plates, one on each side of the
foundation bolt and at heavily loaded points.

Foils or shims must not be placed under the base plates.

This method of assembly ensures reliable attachment of the
machine to the foundation, i.e., maintenance of alignment when
mortar is poured into the molds and when the machine is operated
for long periods.

In the design of the machine supports and in the assembly
techniques, provision is made for vertical and horizontal adjuster
bolts. The use of adjuster bolts in the alignment of the rachine
eliminates the use of crowbars, sledge hammers, and wedges and
considerably simplifies the preliminary placement of the turbo-
compressor on the foundation. After the permanent shims have been
placed, the adjuster bolts are removed.

The following is a description of the assembly of the first
KTK-7 turbocompressor, set up at the "Zaporozhstal'" factory, and
the results of its adjustment.

The KTK-7 oxygen turbocompressor (factory compressor No. 1)
was installed, in accordance with the plans, in the machine room
on the second floor of the oxygen plant, on a reinforced-concrete
foundation plate. Steel support plates were placed on prepared
areas of the foundation and cemented to it with cement mortar.
Support plates were placed at all the foundation bolts (Fig. 3).

in addition, other support plates were placed under the re-
ducer and motor, against the low-speed shafts. In the preparation
of the sites and the placement of the plates on tne foundation,
the levels were adju.sed to within 0.00-0.010 mm per meter along
the foundation axis and to within 0.1-0.3 mm per 100 mm in the
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GRAPHIC NOT
REPRODUCIBLE

Fig. 3. Arrangement of the main
foundation supports.

transverse direction with tilt away from the foundation axis. With
this positioning of the foundation plates the intermediate shims
had the shape of a slightly tapering regular wedge, which made it
easy to drive them into place with minimum loss of time for filing
and scraping. The surfaces cf the supporting and foundation plates
were carefully checked again.;t a standard plate and partly filed
before being set in place.

In the installation of the KTK-7 unit, the reducer was taken
as the basis, and therefore the assembly began with the alignment
of the reducer on the foundation, and the compressor hull and the
electric motor were centered with respect to the reducer. The ma-
chine was provisionally adjusted by means of vertical and horizon-
tal adjusting bolts (Fig. 4), which greatly facilitated the as-
sembly process. The machine supports were adjusted at a distance
of 50 mm from the foundation surface. The thickness of the inter-
mediate shims was determined by means of an internal-reading gauge
and was set equal to the distance between the supporting plate and
the lower surfaces of the base plates of the machine. The dimen-
sions of the shims were 120 x 180 and 120 x 150 mm for a thickness
of 24-34 mm, and the slope was 0.2-0.6 mm over a length of 180 :.%im.
The shims were made on a lathe with an allowance of 0.1 mm for
manual adjustment. The fit of the surfaces was checked by paint-
testing and with a 0.03-mm feeler.

-p-Lil-.4 -- 4.4na-osupr.



After all the shims had been fitted into place anc after tnei~ plac gere
* ~ ~ ~ ~ LA LA '. '. VJLr L 1w TVJ III'. V ý %A S VA& S A .LA O W 1

temporarily welded to the supporting plates by electrical welding, i
and the plates and frames of tie machine were fixed to the founda-
tion supports by conical control pins 12 mm in diameter.

In the welding of the shims the relative position of the
hulls was checked with gauges.

It was noted that the centering was slightly disturbed during
the welding, but thanks to the alternation of the welding points,
the inaccuracy did not go beyond the allowable limits.

The spaces between the aperture walls and the bolts of the
movable supports of the compressor hulls were checked. The bolts
of the movable supports were tightened with a very small amount
of force.

The KTK-7 units were centered by means of special devices
with two gauges (Fig. 5). The method used made it possible to save
time and make the centering highly accurate. In order to prevent
any axial movement of the high-speed gear shaft, a supporting bolt
with a small sphere was placed against the face of the shaft dur-
ing centering.

iI

GRAPHIC NOT
REPRODUCIBLE

Fig. 5. Centering of the turbo-
compressor.

The results of the final centering are shown in Table 1,

from which it is clear that the displacement of the high-speed
shafts is no more than 0.03 mm and the displacement of the low-
speed shafts is no more than 0.04 mm; the misalignment of the
axes is no more than 0.01 mm over 100 mm of coupling diameter.

After the final adjustment of the support, the plates and
frames of the units were attached with cement mortar made with
fine gravel measuring up to 20 mm.

The oxygen turbocompressor was degreased twice with carbon
tetrachloride, with subsequent blowing and drying of the parts.
The first degreasing of the machine was carried out at the time
of assembly, the second after running-in with air and nitrogen
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TABLE 1

Results of Centering of the KTK-7 Turbocompres-
sor

13mei,1 cme- 3a,41 3 Ceraeeaire O

P*AYKTP yx op V - nopyoic•oroWK4 . -. . . . . 1 0.&1 0.r0 0,051i 0.005 --.- 3-7 Kopayc sucop- oro ,Aasena-- I

K(onyc KUM oroAaCMcmt 0.02 ! -0.04 0.00 0.02 0.n3 0.1 ,
8 AMPAS ra b -- peAyTop. 0.00 0.C6 0.00 0.08 0.03 0.04

1) Names of units; 2) displacement measurements
according to gauge, in mm; 3) displacement of
axes in planes, in mm; 4) horizontal; 5) verti-
cal; 6) reducer-high-pressure hull; 7) high-
pressure hull-low-pressure hull; 8) electric
mot or-reducer.

Continuation of Table 1

3awepM aa.io4a ace t Ib.10o4 oce* 1 113-

2 to M3Aulirmoy 9 MM 3 AmS o U

"1 KamuemO" ause arperaloo

6 Pe.ycop- xopnyc " icoKoro j i
A --m, . . . . . . 0.002 0.004 0.00 0.00 0.002; 0.0L
7 Kopoy swcOKOrO nitasreu- I-

J~OC HIO KOrO AaJCtHlW . 0.04 0.015 0.004 0.01 0,OX"5 0.006
Samrponmram,--pe~ymop 0.00 0.00 , 0.000 0.015 0.00 0.015

Displacement:

in horizontal plane i = (a - b)/2g
in vertical plane iv = (c - d)/2

Misalignment of axes:

in horizontal plane k = X -g
in vertical plane kv = z --

Diameter of' centering device D = 250 mm.

1) Names of units; 2) displacement measurements
* according to gauge, in mm; 3) misalignment of

axes in planes, in mm; 4) horizontal; 5) verti-
cal; 6) reducer-high-pressure hull; 7) high-

* pressure hull-low-pressur'- hull; 8) electric
motor-reducer.
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before starting the machine on oxygen operation.

The second degreasing was carried out by vaporization, for
which a terminal cooler was used. The steam from the heating sys-
tem, connected to the water space of the cooler, heated the sol-
vent poured inco the gas space.

The solvent evaporated, and its vapors washed the entire ma-
chine, the coolers, and the piping. In addition, 25-30 liters of
solvent were poured into the intake pipe with an open bypass va]ve
and a closed discharge valve of the operating machine. Thereaftes.,
the entire system was blown through for several hours with waste
nitrogen.

A thorough blow-through after the first and second washings
prevented corrosion of the parts.

Before final assembling, the oil pipes were pickled with a
hydrochloric acid solution, we.shed with water, dried, and lubri-
cated with oil in order to prevent corrosion.

During the assembly process the assembly clearances were
checked and adjusted. When the machine was run in the clearances
in the reducer bearings became somewhat larger. Tables 2 and 3
(Figs. 6 and 7) show the final assembly clearances, with which
the machine was started in operation.

T A B TE 2

Clearances in Bearings, in mm (Fig. 6)

MlA noawmnHrna I II III IV V VI
2 PAHSA•bltue 3a3opu Me:ý y 02

ASAUwwem x weP.Kofl *aia 0.12 0.15 0.13 0.16 0.16 0,16
3 HaTir (-) NAM 3 o30p (+) I
NeCAy skiaACuMes x xopny-

coU . . . . . . . +0.02 +0.05 -0.02 +0.025 +0.025 +0.035I OceSWe 3a3opU 8 ynopHUXa
nommnnwax . . . .i . -x 0.25 - 0.25 -

-3&3op a eumepe 0.3 - 0.3 - - -

Continuation of Table 2
1J* no~umn•,aiaV1 -/ x X f /IA~b33ou VII V'iII IX X XI XII
2 PaMAabmue 3230pU MeW.;Xy

IsWAaAULeu H meioft saa . 0.15 0.14 0.17 0.17 0.16 0.2
3 Hamr (-) 1rn 323op (+)

me-Ay •KRn•a,,weM U Kopny- .
com ... ... ... . -0.025 --0.01 +0.07 +0.05 -0.0 +0.04--0.0"2
4 Ocen.Ue 333OPl a ynopHx :1.nnima 0.25 - -

S53230p 6 A~emniepe - - -

Note. Clearance between gear piece equals 0.14-
0.16 mm.

1) Number of bearing; 2) radial clearances between the bushing and
the neck of the shaft; 3) force fit (-) or clearance (+) between
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bushing anid hull; 14) axial clearances in support bearings; 5
clearance in damper.

TABLE 3

Radial Clearances in Labyrinths and Other Clear-
ances Between Parts of Rotor and Stator (Fig. 7)

IOeu &oma *.x 5 IPSAaw.3t-Nuc 333OPM. 0 Aaf-If.hkMat a mAt

sat,.c fI3 Xko~nYC Sum- OG'011.:.aenat kpncS3. Kkly uc
2 00356U8N 9080 AS S I II•, MI sac l 2 9(0 15AHN zrop 86s813.-il KO:i 0 AJC.*Oi H" I 3 I I ! 3 .

2.45 2.37 I 0.25 0.17
-- -- IH 0.25 0.2

3.95 2.87 1// 0.e5 0.2
d 2.45 2.75 IV 0.65 0.4
S - - V 0.4 0.18S2.6 955V1 0.65 0.3

. 2.5 2.55 VII 0.25 0.3
h - - Viii 0.5 0.3

2.95 2.35 IX 0.3 0.2
k 2.35 2.35 X 0.28 0.2

- - XI 0.25 0.45
2.3 2.4 X11 0.28 0.25

n 2.5" 3.5 XIII 0.27 0.3
o 3.0 3.0 XIV 0.1 0.1
p 3.0 3.6 XV 0.1 0.1
q -3.0 3.6
, 3.0 3.0
s 1.65 1.061.45 1.15
U 3.0 3.0
, 3.85 3.0
- 1.0 1.45
,, 1.0 0.95 ""

1) Axial clearances in mm; 2) designation of po-
sition; 3) low-pressure hull; 4) high-pressure
hull; 5) radial clearances in labyrinths in mm.

Fig. 6. Arrangement of bearings of the KTK-7 turbocompressor: I,
III) radial damping bearings; II, IV) radial support bearings; V,
VI) radial bearings of high-speed gear; VII) radial bearing of
low-speed gear of reducer; VIII) radial support bearing of low-
speed gear; IX, X) bearings of electric motor; XI, XII) bearings
of exciter.

During the assembly period the wobbling was measured at var-

ious points (Fig. 8) of the rotors and toothed couplings (Table
4). After the machine had oeen run in, the wobble was measured
again and no changes were found.
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Fig. 7. Cl.earances between rotor and hull of the turbocompressor
and clearances in the labyrinths.

The oil and gas coolers were tested at operating pressure
and high pressure before installation.

13 123*

R -.
1 5

a b

Fig. 8. Arrangement for the checking of ra-

dial wobble: a) rotor of turbocompressor; b)
high-speed toothed coupling; c) low-speed
toothed coupling of reducer and electric mo-
tor.

The pipes were tested for strength and tightness and were
thoroughly blown through with air.

During the initial starts and running in of the KTK-7 turbo-
compressor, the machine was run with air for 8 hours. The water
was taken from the atmosphere through an intake tube 250 mm in di-
ameter. It was observed that during operation the compressor took
in not only air but also oil vapors which had gone from the oil
tank into the atmosphere, and for this reason the subsequent tests
were made with waste nitrogen from the regenerators. The purity
of the waste nitrogen varied between 9 4 and 96%.

The machine operated with air and nitrogen for about 15 hours.
During this period the safety devices were adjusted; the adjust-
ment limits are shown in Table 5.
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TART.A

Wobble of Rotors and Couplings (Fig. 8)

2 11CAN-.,a 61temlgt A t P21 1IV J 11114 1ItK I AtNV

3 Potop Yyp6oKo',,pCccopa.3
KOpnyf)c H m 3 tIno|R
(#Hr. C.a) . . . .. 1 -- O. 0.00 0.05 0.05 0.01 0.o054• To ace Korryc sucoxoro -

As~e,.,i (&.r. S.a) . . . -- 0.0 0.01 0.02 0.02 0.015 0.015
S SUcTpoXoAizttn 3y64aTaR
u y p or a "p o r o p o n o u•K o ro It 8 1 1-

COKOrO AasJaCHIIA (4• . 8. 6) (-.03 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.025 0.03 0.02
6 To we MUj;'Ua pPe.yYTopa M
poTopa SucoKoro AaBA.IIIS1
(oor. S.O6) .. ...... .. 0.02 0.04 0.045 0.03 0.02 0.02 0.02

7 Tuxoxo~nai 3y6'dama .a4tTa I I
peAyu.• opa x 3JpeKpO.•Blera- I
TeaM (4cr. S. e) . . . . 0.015 0.015 0.03 10.015 0.01 0.05 0.02

Continuation of Table 4
1: 2 IkACOrNta 6eMC t A;; p3)1H. WICK• toqe N

3 PMop iyp6foo.znpeccopa.

•opnyc HH3KOrO ASPBaeHHRS(*Hr. a. a) . •. . .. . 0.04 0.04 0.03! 0.02 0.02 0.01 • --
4 To mce xopnyc sIwcoorO O 0
A ,AeHux (it1r. 8. a) . . , 0,15 0.025 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.00 0.02
S 5,.CTpOXo;.XaX 3y6qaTa•s

y4•Ta po".OpO8 HH3Xoro 31 al-
comoro asfn•Hemit (4ntr. 8. 6) . - I -. . - - . -

* 6 To mce Myuoa peAy':opa x
poopa ,ucoaoro o asajeHHa
( p m r . . 6 ) ... . . . . - -.. . . ..

.7 Txxoxorntau 3y6IaTam uyptra
peiJynopa it 3Jleirponaxra-
:eaa(4mr. 8 . . . . 0.01- . . . . ..

1) Assembly; 2) wobble value for different points, in mm; 3) tur-
bocompressor rotor, low-pressure hull (Fig. 8a); 4) same with
high-pressure hull (Fig. 8a); 5) high-speed toothed coupling of
low-pressure and high-pressure rotors (Fig. 8b); 6) same with
coupling of reducer and high-pressure rotor (Fig. 8b); 7) low-
speed toothed coupling of reducer and electric motor (Fig. 8c).

The automatic turbocompressor was adjusted.

The sequence of operation in automatic startup, automatic
normal shutdown, and emergency shutdown is given in the time-se-
quence diagram (Fig. 9).

Further adjustments and the production and acceptance tests
were carried out with 95-98.5% pure oxygen.

After running-in and three-day continuous testing of the ma-
chine under operating conditions, the turbocompressor and reducer
were inspected; no defects were discovered in the course of the
inspection.
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TABLE 5

Adjustment Limits of' the Saftety DrevrA'cesoft
in [ KTK-7 Turbocompressor

3 nPrte.1u Muy.1,,a0.in
1 HauuMtko5I•'ie ]3P~ltI Icrol.T K 1;:10 i SAl•,Bif ' BOTK/s'

__________________ 2 cm~rual, l MU

S 13 :6 Macinu,,oe pce................. I j 0.5cm• --13si -4 U , v 0.3 wot

Bo•r,,oe pe• ................ I 6o .M• -14

3.1-ylu vro'& I.'t , P

8 Teu4ncpaTypI~aS 3autLtTa flO,,Wlunlhl(•COB 12 80"
9 3axtiwa L.aiuK~u no re..~eraTypc IK6 CfopojRa noc Ae xo.1o.b, . . . 71 o. 55 6a11o3auw7 a x1: no " c-,nepaIrype 1 0a- am
cBa. noc eynaioutcro . a . a.t. .. . I 10 - 1
91 lf'lpoeHaono~apxue ,aT43IKH . . 8 - 195-200"

jI 2
,taTqHKH ocesoro casitra . . . . 4 - 3a3op 0,5.ux

15

1) Designation of safety device; 2) number; 3) adjustment limits;
14) sound and light signal; 5) emergency shutdown of machine; 6)
oil relay; 7) water relay; 8) bearing temperature safety device;
9) machine safety device controlled by oxygen temperature after
coolers; 10) machine safety device controlled by temperature of
the oil entering the machine; 11) fire-prevention indicators; 12)
axial displacement indicators; 13) atmospheres; 14) m3 /hr; 15)
clearance 0.5 mm.

I-
a

'7

'I 5

" B •a,d-&/o.e v, u .-7,O,C

Fig. 9. Time-sequence diagram for startup and shutdown of the
KTK-7 oxygen turbocompressor: a) emergency shutdown of compressor
caused by tripping of oil and water relays and fire-prevention in-
di.cators, by increase of bearing temperature, by axial displace-
ment of rotors, and by increase in temperature of gas and oil in
coolers. b) automatic shutdown from control panel; c) automatic
startup; 1) starting button; 2) startup oil pump; 3) waste-nitro-
gen gate (opening 70 sec); 4) water gate (30 see); 5) nitrogen
into labyrinths (instantaneously); 6) synchronous electric motor
(startup 9 see); 7) idling operation of compressor (10 sec); 8)
throttle valve (15 see); 9) compressor operation for warmup (60C
see); 10) oxygen intake gate (90 see); 11) discharge valve (30
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see); 12) bypass valve (15 sec); 13) oxygen pressure valve (90

Ze c; Se14)-ij VUU L LU4- 4- 0- ~ j - _th __ - -LJ UL, f t e cmnre.c~or se(18

16) oil pumping to cool the machine (420 sec); 17) 02 cutoff
valve (instantaneous). A) Opening of blocking and regulating ele-
ments-startup of motor; B) closing of blocking and regulating ele-
ments-shutdown of motor.

The turbocompressor was put into operation after a thorough
and lengthy (about 400 hours) check of its operation under normal
operating conditions.

THE KTK-7 TURBOCOMPRESSOR IN OPERATION AND AT THE BRUSSELS WORLD'S
FAIR (1958)

The experimental plant of the institute produced three KTK-7
turbocompressors. All of them were tested with air at the VNII-
KIMASh testing unit. One of them was installed, tested with oxy-
gen, and put into operation at the Zaporozhstal' plant in Novem-
ber 1958.

In April 1959, after more than 5 months of round-the-clock
operation, this turbocompressor was subjected to an inspection
which showed it to be in good condition. The commission recom-
mended that it should next be inspected after no00-6000 hours of
operation. Two units were sent to India for iL uallation at the
oxygen station of the Bhilai metallurgical pl&.it.

Figure 10 shows a general view of the KTK-7 turbocompressor
at the institute's testing unxmt.

GRAPHIC NOT
REPRODUCIBLE

Fig. 10. The KTK-7 turbocompressor
at the institute's testing unit.

In addition, the experimental plant of the institute produced
a turbocompressor with an incomplete set of auxiliary equipment
for the Brussels World's Fair.
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IPigure 1i shows the turbocompressor at its exhibitlon sta-
U au..to a -miticmttc control console and a pilot-light system

simulating automatic startup and shutdown.

J

I IDI

GRAPHIIC NOT
REPRODUCIBLE

.j
Fig. 11. The KTK-7 turbocompressor at its ex-
hibition station at the Brussels World's Fai2
(1958).

The KTK-7 turbocompresso] was awarded high honors at the

fair, receiving the Grand Pri•;e.

RESULTS OF THE TESTS

The testing of the compressor at its installation site at
the Zaporozhstal' plant, after an adjustment with vibration check,
was carried out with oxygen with a concentration of about 95%, ina closed cycle.

The compressed oxygen entered the final gas cooler and moiz-
ture separator, was directed through a pressure valve into a pres-
sure collector, and from there, through a special connector, was
returned to the intake line.

The oxygen which egcaped through the external packing passed
into the intake pipe.

In the testing process we measured the gas pressures Pn and

Pk in the intake and pressure pipes of the compressor, respective-

ly; the gas temperatures at the compressor inlet and outlet, t n
and tk; the temperature tw and the flow rate of the cooling water

(after the diaphragm) in the feeder pipes; the output of the com-
pressor after the diaphragm installed in the intake pipes; and
the required power at the terminals of the electric motor, using
a two-wattmeter circuit.

In addition, we measured the temperatures and pressures at
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the outlets of the intermediate gas coolers.

The weight output of the turbocompresso- was determined by
the formula

whee"hOster2ado.-p " "2/2 " kg/hr,

where Ah is the drop at the diaphragm in mm of Hg; y is the spe-
cific weight of the gas before the diaphragm in kg/mi; d is the
diameter of the diaphragm opening in mm; a is the flow rate coef-
ficient with corrections; c is the correction for expansion.j The volume output under the intake conditions is

SQ-1 
Mm3 /hr.

The volume output refers to p = 760 mm Hg and t = 200 is

Q" M -3 m/hr,
03

where the specific weight of oxygen, yo, for an average Ias con-
stant value of Rsr = 27 kgm/kg-deg, is equal to 1.3 kg/mr.

The degree of compression was defined as the ratio of the
final and initial pressures, pk/Pn.

The over-all isothermal efficiency was defined as the ratio
of the isothermal power to the power loss:

GL., .

The isothermal work was defined by the formula

Lai =2.303R7". Ig e" kgm/kg

for approximately equal temperatures of the gas and cooling water
during tne testing of the compressor.

Figure 12 shows the results of the compressor tests in the
form of curves of the degree of compression pk/Pn, the power N at

the terminals of the electric motor, and the over-all isothermal
efficiency niz, as functions of the volume output reduced to con-

ditions of 200 and 760 mm Hg. As can be seen from th.. grph, un-
der the test conditions, i.e., for an average initial temperature
of 150 in the gas and 140 in the water, at an average oxygen con-
centration of about 95%, the results of turbocompressor operation
at maximum efficiency are the following:

Volume output, referred to p = 760 mm Hg and t = 20',
in m3 /hr ............................................ 7700

Degree of compression ................................. 16.5

*in this article, kg should appear as kgf.
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roý.,;r consuiaeu ct d ne t:rji.Lnals o0 cne electriv muior,
in kw . .Arn

Isothermal efficiency at the terminals of the electric
motor ............................ .57

Specific energy consumption, in kwh/rn 3 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.138
Total flow rate of cooling water, including water for

cooling the electric motor, in m3 /hr ................ .140

Qw = 1~~40 m/hr th1ahd5uvsrersn

= 3 0

_

NO4ft-~ f
N2

. 4 5 5 7 8 /0 1 NaOJ vt

Fig. 12. Characteristics of' the KTK-7 turbo-
compressor: oxygen 95%; tn 1 50; tw 1410;

1W=140 M3 /hr; the dashed curves represent
the characteristic for tn 250, tw = 300 )
kw; 2) m3/hr; 3) pk/Pn; 4) iz"

The economical range of utilization of the turbocompressor
with an efficiency not less than 0.56 under the given conditions
may be considered to be the output range from 7000 to 8300 m3/hr;
the range of variation of the degree of compression corresponding
to this is 18 to 13.

An approximate conversion to the conditions given and as-
sumed in the design, i.e., to an initial temperature of tn = 250

in the gas and tw = 300 in the cooling water, yields the charac-

teristics indicated by the dashed curves.

For a maximum efficiency of about 57% the degree of compres-
sion for the same output value is reduced to about 14.5, with a
power loss of about 1030 kw.

Accordingly, the economical range of utilization of the tur-bocompressor with an efficiency not less than 0.56 is in the 7000-
8100 m3/hr range with the corresponding range of degree of com-
pression from 15.5 to 13. The pumping regime is rather far from
tne optimal regime. The ratio of the Qkr' i.e., of the output cor-
responding to the pumping point, to the optimal output is
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Q2 0,52.

The operation of the turbocompressor at the Zaporozhstal'
plant for more than a year shoaed that it is fully reliable in op-
"eration. Both its physical construction and its operating data -
reliability, relatively quiet operation - were highly praised by
the operating personnel.

The entire automatic system also performed very well. How-
ever, there are occasional false-alarm shutdowns of the turbocom-
pressor due to defects in the design of the shutdown instruments.

Further manufacture of KTK-7 compressors has been transferred
to the Kazan' Compressor Plant, which has already delivered three
machines to the Krivorozhstal' plant. One of them has alrea(y been
placed in operation.

Operating experience with the turbocompressor under the con-
ditions of the Zaporozhstal' plant indicates that the compressor
ordinarily operates at outlet pressures of approximately 11 abso-
lute atmospheres, i.e., considerably lower pressure than the value
specified for USSR conditions (15-16 absolute atmospheres).

Another compressor, a piston-type compressor with an output
of about 3500 m3/hr, normally operates in parallel with the KTK-7.

The above data indicate the need for additional work on the
question of the advisable parameters - output and degree of com-
pression - of oxygen turbocomprcssors designed to feed oxygen in-
to open-hearth furnaces. It should be borne in mind that a reduc-
tion of the degree of compression and an increase of the output,
other conditions being equal, leads to an increase in the effi-
ciency of the turbocompressor.

Manu-
script Footnotes
Page
No.

6 The Institute laterauthorized operation of the compres-
sor with industrial oxygen as well.

8 V.F. Ris, Tse.<'robezhnyye kompressornyye mashiny [Cen-
trifugal Compressor Machinery], Mashgiz, Moscow-Lenin-
grad, 1951.

Transliterated Symbols

o-K = KTK kislorodnyy turDokornpressor = oxygen turbo-
coiroressor

3B-,lZX-4i1'A. _ -.-:,P. = Vsesoyuznyy nauchno-issledo-
vatel'skiy instiruL knimicheskogo mashinostroyeniya = All-
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6 H - n nachal'nyy initial
12 UB - DV - dvigatel' l [electric] motor

12 . = D = drossel' throttle; = dvigatel' = motor
12 M = M = maslyanyy = oil; = manometr = manometer
12 P = R = rezervnyy reserve; = rele = relay

12 3M = EM = elektromagnit = electromagnet

12 3 = Z = zolotnik slidevalve
12 T = T = termometr = thermometer
12 OK = OK = obratnyy klapan = check valve
12 ZOC = DOS = datchik osevogo sdviga = axial displacement

sensor
16 r = g = gorizontal'nyy = horizontal

16 B = v = vertikal'nyy = vertical
24 cp = sr = srednly = average

24 M3 = iz = izotermicheskiy = isothermal
25 Kp = kr = kriticheskiy = critical
1-5 OnT = opt = optimal'nyy = optimum
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THE KPK-6 PISTON-TYPE OXYGEN COMPRESSOR
Engineer L.A. Alekseyev, Engineer K.S. Butkevich

INTRODUCTION AND GENERAL REMARKS

Piston-type compressors with uniubricated packing and, in
particular, with graphite piston packing have recently come into
increasingly widespread use both in Soviet and in foreign indus-
try.

The reason for this is that the use of such compressors
makes it possible to supply the consumer with compressed gas un-
contaminated by any lubricant.

The use of such machines is desirable for compressing oxygen,
since it makes it possible to dispense with the difficult and
sometimes ineffective drawing process required when the compres-
sion is carried out by means of copmressors using water-glycerine
or emulsion lubrication. A design for an oxygen compressor with
the parameters Q = 1800 m2 /hr and Pnach = 64 atm abs is now being

worked out for the chemical industry by the Kazan' Design Office
for Compressor Construction on the basis of technical designs pre-
pared by the Central Design Office for Compressor Machinery of
the VNIIKIMASh. The same Design Offize, in accordance with the
recommendations of the VNIIKIMASh, is producing a compressor with
graphite rings to compress gaseous dry hydrogen chloride to a
pressure of 6-8 gage atmospheres for the chemical industry on the
basis of the KPK-6 compressor.

In the oxygen industry, graphite piston packings may be used
in the following machines:

1) oxygen compressors operating at pressures of 15-16 gage
atmospheres, serving autogenous networks of large metallurgical
plants;

2) low-pressure and medium-pressure air compressors of oxygen
stations;

3) compressors to deliver argon and krypton-xenon concen-
trates to the plants where they are refined;

4) oxygen vacuum pumps.



The KPK-6 piston-type oxygen compressor with graphite piston
pac''Ln wa %c,1p-_ a the~ VIMTTMIA~h -in 1958 in cnonnection with

the production of the VNIIKIMASh's large BR-5 oxygen installation
for metallurgical plants.

Br cauhea &'poINe

A0 50 COC6a160Au

AA

rJOI~be

/ /

Ila

10 E

Fig. 1. The KAK-6 oxygen compressor: 1) the compressor proper; 2)
cooler; 3) safety valve, do = 106, p = 4 gage atmospheres; 4) safe-
ty valve, do = 06, p = 16 gage atmospheres; 5) shutoff valve, d -

=25, p = 16 gage at~mospheres; 6) oil cooler; 7) filter; 8) pro-
tective enclosure; 9) funnel; 10) check valve; 11) screen filter;
12) base beam; 13) platform; 114) electric motor. A) To intake
line; 3) to dra-*naoge funn~el; C) to atmosphere; D) to gas holder;
E'3 to consumer.; F



The purpose of the KPK-6 compressor is to compress gaseous
oxygen to a pressure of 15 kg/cm2 and deliver it to the autogenous
network of the plant.

Technical Characteristics of the KPK-6 Compressor

Gas being compressed ............................. Oxygen
Output capacity on the basis of intake conditions

in m /hr ....................................... 220-240
Discharge pressure in kg/cm2 .. .. . .. .. . . . . .. .. . . . .  16
Intake pressure in kg/cm2 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1.04
Temperature of intake oxygen ir 0C ................ not more than 40
Temperature of cooling water in 0C ................... not more than 40
Cooling-water flow rate at temperature of 50, in

m3/hr, not more %han ........................... 6
Type of piston packing ........................... Graphite (piston

rings made of
2P-1000 graphite)

Number of compression stages ..................... 2
Diameters of cyliaders, in mm:

first stage ................................. 280
second stage .................................. 140

Piston stroke, in mm ....................... 6 ...... ... 150
Number of rpm... .............................. ".n.500
Shaft input, in kw ............................. 42
Total weight of compressor, in kg................. 2270
Maximum dimensions of unit, in mm:

width ....................................... 1900
length ...................................... 2800
height ...................................... 2350

Total weight of unit, in kg ...................... 4100

Note. The electric motor driving the compressor is a type
A083-4T motor; it has a power of 55 kw; it runs at 1450 rpm. The
movement is transmitted from the electric motor to the compresso-
by six type %1 V-belts 4500 mm long.

The KPK-6 compressor (Fig. 1) consists of the compressor
proper 1, two shell-and-tube coolers 2 for cooling the compressed
oxygen, cwo filters 7 made of porous bronze, an electric motor 14,
a cooler 6 for the oil, and an over-all welded base beam 12. In
addition, the compressor is equipped with the necessary shutoff
and safety devices and with monitoring and measuring instruments.

All the equipment of the unit is mounted on the welded frame,
which is attached to the foundation.

The high position of the coolers, together with the filters
and safety valves, makes for a compact structare and eliminates
the need for excess piping.

A small manometer panel is mounted on the front face of the
compressor.

The fra.me system which supports the coolers serves at the
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oame time as a shie]U 0 for tne flywheel and the 1i!Clin~edbelt

transrntts.lon. The electric motor is mounted on the frame on skids.

The coolinig water Is distributed throurh the coolers and the
cylindrical jackets of the com-,ressor in the water discharge lines
into the drainage funnel.

For convenience in maintenance and repair, the compressor is
equipped with the drainage funnel 13.

The fact that the entire unit is mounted on a single frame

makes it convenient to transport.

FLOW DIAGRAM OF TPE KPK-6 COMPRESSOR

Figure 2 shows a flow diagram of the KPK-6 compressor.

The oxygen from the gasholder is drawn into the first stage,
passes through the filter 2 and the cooler 3 of the first stage,
and then goes into the second stage. After compression in the sec-
ond stage, the gas passes through the filter 4 and the cooler 5
of the second stage and then goes to the pressure collector, which
contains three shutoff valves,

Ii

--6- 1

II 
I 

tI

Fig. 2. Engineering flow diagram of the KPK-6 oxygen compressor:
1) oxygen compressor; 2 and 14) filters; 3 and 5) coolers; 6 and 7')
safety valves; 8) oil cooler; 9) drainage funnel; 10) check valve.
A) Oxygen from gasholder; B) to consumer; C) cooling water; D) to
atmosphere; E) oil outlet; F) water discharge.

The gas can be delivered to a consumer, discharged into the
atmosphere, or fed into the first stage.

The water for cooling the coimpressor and the coolers is de-
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livered to a pressure collector arid frroizi there to the cylindecrs
and coolers. At the water discharge point the amount of water de-
livered is regulated Dy means of valves.

t
7 'The water is discharged into the drainage funnel 9 and is

discharged into the drainage system.

at tIn order to trap mechanical impurities, a filter is set up
at the intake of the first stage; in addition, beyond the first
and second stages there are two filters 2 and 4 made of porous
bronze which are suitable for trapping the fine graphite dust
formel through wear of the graphite piston rings.

The safety valves 6 and 7 of the first and second stages,,keep
the operation safe in the event of overloading or raising the'
pressure beyond the allowable value.

The main pressure line contains a check valve 10 (see Fig. 2)
designed for the case of parallel operation of several machines in
a common network. This valve lets the gas through in only one dl-
rection.

THE KPK-6 COMPRESSOR

The KPK-6 compressor (Fig. 3) is a vertical two-line two-
stage single-actlon machine.

The main distinguishing features of the compressor are graphh-
ite piston and gland packings which do not require lubrication.

S* J

-w -

112

4 13 15 S7

A?

Fig. 3. Compressor: 1) crank case; 2) crank shaft; 3) oil pump;
4) housing; 5) crosshead; 6) intermediate piece (connector) with
packing glands; 7) piston of firsz stage; 8) cylinder of first
stage; 9) valve of first stage; 10) valve of second stage; 11)
cylinder of second stage; 12) piston of second stage; 13) gas
gland; 14) oilg-and; 15) connecting rod; 16) flywheel. A) To oil
filter; B) diameter.
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tie c a tI 11i - .".. .. ... ba- mIThedf-nadfig"~ has of thP compressor.IIIIguide I CI thl K •l ,an' Co v *mp..e....the reliability of which was tested in operation, was taken with-
out -"-rg " .... 'L-.h copeso of"-is2. fteKznICmrs

sor Factory.

The vertical, positon of the cylinders in the compressors
creates favorable conditions for the operation of the piston rings
and guide rings of the pistons. The crankshaft-and-connecting-rod
base is also suitable from the standpoint of the allowable linear
stresses.

The use of a prefabricated base reduced the time needed for
constructing the experimental machine.

The intermediate piece (connector) with glands. A character-
istic design detail of the oxygen compressors is an intermediate
piece with two glands - an oil gland and a gas gland -- which sep-
arate the crankcase cavity and the cylinder cavities.

This type of construction makes it possible to seal the cyl-
inder hermetically and to remove any leaked oxygen through the
piston rings into the intake pipe, as well as to prevent oil from
passing from the crankcase into the cylinders, which is absolutely
necessary for safe operation of the machine.

For the same purpose, antioil rings are attached to the pis-
ton rods between the glands and serve to prevent the oil film
creeping up along the metal piston rod from entering the cylin-
ders.

The gas gland (Fig. 4) is an assembly of graphite packing
rings 4, pairwise Enclosed in cups 2 and held tight by bracelet
springs 3.

3 _.

L_ 73J5 -
Fig. 4. Gas gland: 1) Fig. 5. Oil gland: 1
housing; 2) cup; 3) ind 2) cups; 3) spring;
spring; 1') packing I) ring.
ring; 5) flange.

The oil gland (Fig. 5) has two rings 4 made of Br. OTsS 6-6-3
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- [ bronze; each ring is cut into three segments and is pressed to-

* through the piston packing into the connector is removed into the
int8ke piping.

The pistons of the first and second stages are made of LK 80-
3L brass and are of the disk type. On the piston of the first
stage (Fig. 6) there are four paired piston rings and two guide
rings, and on the piston of the second stage (Fig. 7) there are
six paired piston rinags and tuo guide rings.

11280

Fig. 6. Piston of the first stage: 1)

3) piston ring; 4) guide ring; 5) piston rod; 6) cap; 7) washer;
8) pin. A) Space 0.03-0-05 nim; B) diameter.

I cC

Fig. 7. Piston of the secont stage: 1) pistonro; 2) e paneistng of
tescnstg;3) piston ring; 4) expande ring; 5) piston ro;6 a;7 ahring;

I-'

6)wshr ) pin ;8ca. A) Space 0.03-0.05 mmn; B) diameter.

FTg. .pistons are thingdcondtage l) pis•ton rods, and thistonro-

vides better centering of the piston in the cylinder.

Th~e oi-to ri -"-Rl~r 8) are made o-, ý-I0-100 g-raphite.

p_•on ings t•.--

LU 11,

!J
4 mm m mm i am mn
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Fig. 8. Piston rings. 1) All others; 2) diameter; 3) space in op-
erating condition equals 15 mm; 4) space in free condition equals
40 mm; 5) piston ring of first stage; 6) piston ring of second
stage; 7) expander ring; 8) diameter; 9) D; 10) kg.

As car. be seen from Figs. 6 and 7, the piston packing element
consists of a pair of piston rings and a steel expander ring.

Such a sy-,tem provides the best hermetic seal for the piston
packing, since the system of two nested piston rings makes it pos-
sible to cover the spaces in the face joints on the rings (of
which there are three per ring, spaced 1200 apart), and the ex-
pander ring not only serves the primary function of pressing the
rings against the cylinder wall but also covers these joints from
the inside.

The construction of the piston rings is shown in Fig. 8. It
can be seen from the figure that the piston lock is extremely sim-
ple in form and not advantageous from the standpoint of leakage.

Such a form was adopted because of the relatively low com-
pression value in the compressor and the simpler manufacturing
technique, as well as because the VNIIKIMASh lacked experience in
working with high-strength graphites. We believe that the most
serious attention should be devoted to the form of the piston
lock.

It can be seen from Figs. 6 and 7 that the number of rings
in the piston assembly of the first and second stages is 1.5-2
times the number found in the assemblies of ordinary compressors
with oil lubrication.

This is fully justified wnen we consider that there is no oil
film and there are more gaps in the joints of the segments of the
graphite piston rings, which become larger in size as the rings
wear out.

There are as yet no experimental recommendations for deter-
.ining the most rational number of piston rings as a function of
tne delivery pressure in the stage. This problem must be solved
in connection with a number of other factors: the dimensions of
the pistons, the average piston velocity, the nature of the gas
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being compressed, the form of the piston lock, etc.

The piston rods are made of 3Xhl3 steel with surface harden-
ing and subsequent polishing. The high strength and precise ma-
chining of the piston rod surfaces makes for tight seals in the
packings and minimizes the wear of the parts which are in fric-tion contact.

The cylinders of the first and second stages (Figs. 9 and 10),
taken from the 2RK-1.5/220 compressor, are made of cast iron, with
a cooling water jacket and are subjected to slight additional fin-
ishing when the bushings are forced into them.

The bushings forced into the cylinders are made of LK 80-3L
cast brass. The working surface is subjected to chrome plating,
with subsequent grinding and polishing to a high degree of purity -
not less than V8.

m _-A

\2=2

A-.

Fig. 9. Cylinder of Fig. 10. Cylinder of
first stage: 1) cyl- second stage: 1) cyl-
inder; 2) bushing. a) inder; 2) bushing.
Diameter. a) Diameter.

It should be noted that the graphite piston rings are well
run in and operate with only slight wear of their hard and well-
polished surfaces. This latter fact is particularly important. In
the trials of the experimental model of the machine, the operat-
ir.g bushing of the second stage, made of lKhI8N9T stainless steel,
proved to be quite good.

Valves. A favorable choice of the design for the valves of
compressors predetermines their working capacity to a consider-
able extent. Valve design becomes even more important in a com-
pressor in which there is no lubrication and the valve plates op-
erate under conditions of dry friction with no oil film to facili-
tate a better seal.
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in the design of the KPK-6 compressor, two possible types of
valves were considered: Gerbiger valves and band-type self-expand-
ing valves.

The most suitable valves for the operating conditions of the
KPH-6 compressor are Gerbiger valves, which have no friction ele-
ments. The VNIIKIMASh designers specified such a valve for the
experimental KPK-6 machine, but it has not yet been adapted to
this use. We believe that the adaptation of this valve will be
necessary in connection with the more widespread use of compres-
sors with graphite packings.

We used the second type of valve, i.e., band-type self-ex-
panding valves (Figs. 11 and 12), in the KPK-6 compressor. This
valve has a number of good features: light plates with small fric-
tion surfaces mean that there will be small frictional forces,
which reduces jamming and wear of the valves; the valves are sim-
ple in construction and can be conveniently arranged in the cyl-
inders of the machine; the technique of their manufacture is well
known in our industry. Unlike the usual disks, the disks of these
valves are made of LZhMts 59-1 brass, the plates themselves are
made of 70S2KhA steel, and the face limiters of the plates are
made of lKhl8N9T stainless steel.

-------- , •A -A iiaemm e b

OIJlOkfllfll -A

Fig. 11. Valve of first stage: 1) lower board; 2) upper board; 3,)
plate of intake valve; 4) plate. a) Intake; b) delivery; c) diam-
eter.

The band plates made of 70S2KhA steel have one important
drawback: under conditions of oxygen and moisture, they corrode.
The use of an anticorrosion cover, such as cadmium plating or the
like, is impossible, since this reduces the surface strength of
the plates and may cause cracking and breaking, and the cover it-
self is not stable under the operating conditions of the plates.
The use of beryllium plates, subjected to suitable heat treatment,
obviously, is promising.

Gas coolers. The coolers of the first and second stages (Fig.
13) are of the shell-and-cube type with a movable grid.
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Fig. 12. Valve of second stage: 1) lower
board; 2) upper board; 3) plate. a) Intake;
b) delivery; c) diameter.

In the cooler the gas moves through the space between the
pipes, and the water moves through the pipes.

Fig. 13. Cooler of first and second stages: 1) shell; 2) upper
cover; 3) lower cover; 4) pipe grid; 5) ribbed pipe. A) Oxygen in-
let; B) air discharge; C) oxygen outlet; D) water outlet; E) water
discharge; F) water inlet.

The pipes are made of brass and are elliptical in shape, with
band-type ribbing, which provides better heat exchange between the
gas and the water. in addition to the cooler described above (Fig.
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13), the Central Design Office of Lhe V1 IIKIMASh has developed a

design for a cooler (Fig. 14) which uses a cast brass shell and
immovable (rigid) piping boards.

•_ A

C Bze
fcuhv

Fig. 14. Cooler of first and second stages: 1) ribbed pipe; 2)
shell; 3) pipe grid; 4) lower cap; 5) upper cap. A) Gas inlet:
B) water outlet; C) water inlet.

Similar designs were used by the VNIIKIMASh in thie ga!ý cool-
ers fcr the tarbocompresEsor delLrered to Indla.

The advantage of this type of cooler cont:.tacicn over the

cooler shown in Fig. 13 is that its dimensions ari- -aller, the
design is more advanced, 'nd the cooler is easier to manufacture.
The upper part of the water chamber contains a tap to let jut Lhe
air, and the lower part contains a tap to drain out the water.
The shell of the cooler is made of brass.

Filters. After each compressor stage before the coolers there
are filters for trapping the graphite dust (Fig. 15).

In the split cast brass shell 1, 3, between the two grids,
there are seven conical cups 4 made of porous bronze, VTU 1083
(VNIIKIMASh), with a powder particle size of 0.2-0.3 mm..

Safety valves. The design of the safety valves of the first
and second stages of the compressor is shown in Fig. 16. It en-
sures removal of the gas upon triggering of the valve into the in-
take off the first stage.
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Fig. 15. Filter: 1) shell; 2) core; 3) cap;
4) cup; 5) cap. A) (For screwing in the safety

valve); B) diameter.

"" B Z

Fig. 16. Safety valve: 1) seat; 2) valve; 3) socket; 4) spring;

5) plates; 6) shell; 7) cap; 8) cap screw. A) Handle for releas-
ing spring; B) Tr; C) diameter.

MAIN PROPERTIES OF GRAPHITE MATERIALS AND REQUIREMENTS IMPOSED ON

THEM

The special graphite raterials from which the piston rings
and seal rings of the glands are made must have a number of spe-

cial properties, namely: a low coefficient of dry friction against

metal; high resistance to wear; strength and tightness.

Our enterprises for the electrotechnical and other branches
of industry manufacture blanks' for rings, segments, rectangular
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blocks, and bushings made of graphite materials of various brands.

Table 1 shows the brands and manufacturer's characteristics
for graphites produced by specialized organizations in the Soviet
Union and also, for purposes of comparison, foreign graphite
brands known to us.

Among the brands of graphites shown in the table, those most
suitable for piston rings are 2P-1000, G-3P, and G-2P. These
biands of graphites have been tested at the VNIIKIMASh on its
testing machines.*

We shall mention briefly the results of these tests.

Tests of wear in 2P-2000 graphites in steam with cast iron •
and G-3P graphites with lKhl8N9T steel on a friction machine with
a rocking journal yielded approximately identical results (Table
2). :t can be seen from the table that the wear allowable for our
conditions lies within the range of specific pressures up to 30
kg/cm2 . 4

Tests of G-2P and 2P-1000 graphites in steam with lKhI8N9
steel on a friction machine with rotating disks (Table 3) also
yielded approximately identical results. In steam with 2Khl3
steel the wear of these graphites became approximately twice as
great. The wear of the E-46 graphite in steam with lKhl8N9 steel
is satisfactory; the wear of 2P-1000 graphite in steam with cast
iron is slight, but the wear results for E-46 and G-2P graphites
in steam with cast iron were found to be completely unsatisfac-
tory.

The data given above indicate how much the brand of the metal
against which the friction takes place influences the graphite
wear.

Tests on the explosiveness of 2P-1000, G-2P, E-46, D, and Ye
graphites showed that they kdav not explode in a gaseous oxygen
medium at a pressure of up to 200-250 atm. Individual specimens
of brands D and Ye grdphites ignited.

From the tests of graphite piston rings on the 2R-3/220 and
SA-8 test compressors, the following conclusions may be drawn.

Piston packings made of 2P-1000 graphite showed little wear
under compression of the air to a pressure of up to 16 kg/cm2 ; the
assumed service lifetime of the piston packing is 6000 hr, and at
an air compression value of up to 30 kg/cm2 the service lifetime
of the rings is 2500-3000 hr.

Graphite packings made of irand D graphite were tested at a
pressure of 6-7 kg/cm2 ; the approximate service lifetime of the
rings is 2000-2500 hr. The use of brands D and Ye graphites in the
cylinder for higher compression values is not recommended.

The durability of graphite piston packings under service con-
ditions is greatly affected by how well the piston is centered in
the cylinder and by whether there is any skewness during piston
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IF[I TABLE 1

np"Iloclb • oUnp OPUCTOC~ll ckyMtU1101€I YA,
. rpaI ua u a CZAT'le a Vrlcv0. 2 o 3H011 at. I ?a 6 lctyla

____ ___ 2 3 HA__ 4_ _

s r3 25 34 21.65 1.77 r4fl 325 34 154,6 1,79
I nIKO.C 492 41 27.5 --
9 ilKO.O 548 73 26.8i o flKO.OC 599 52 26.7 --Ir-2n 615 513 25.62 14

1 2 An65 67.1 22.6f 1.56
2 3 nKO 733 - 25.38 1.47
1 4 rKO-l000-l 958 73.6 90.15 1.57
15211-1000 1675 78 14 1.7
I 1, r.2rl-llg 1878 81,5 13.19 1.71

A
B 4W- 5W 1.75-1.80

300--400 1 .6O-1.65S~~c 250-- W0OJ-- 1.,50--1.60
D 160- 250 - -- 1.50-M155

SE 1500-1800 ,- - 165-1.60
F 0-1000 I - - 1.70-1.80

17 346 455 - - 1.44

r-I e.-10- - -0 1.48-1.47
19 T-2 388-"50 - - 1,47-1.54

rpsituil 2 0 250-00 30-100 - 1.65-1.86
pa44•a.OA.1oi* 2 1 230 75 2- .83o40raIHe 2 2 i1125 68 -- 1.6

+ ~CY-4"*
!Moprauml; 2 3 2750 65 -- 3.0

MY-3WI*
* MoprasinA 24. 755 69 - 1.66

nlbvpe~o. 2 S 1000-2670 52-85 - 1.56-1.6
rwxatAyp"* . 6 650-900 - - 1.8 -1.9

*Manufactured irn the United States of America.
""*Manufactured in England.

***Manufactared in the Federal Republic of Germany.
1) Brand of graphite; 2) compression strength, in kg/cm2 ; 3) Shore
hardness, Hs6 h; 4) porosity, in %; 5) apparent specific weight, yk'

in g/crm; 6) G-3; 7) G-3P; 8) PKO-S; 9) PKO-O; 10) PKO-OS; '1) G-
[ 2P; 12) AP; 13) PKO; 14) PKO-1000-P; 15) 2P-1000; 16) G-2P-PP; 17)

E-46 (annealed); 18) G-l; 19) T-2; 20) graphite*; 21) graphalloy*;
22) Morganium SU-11**; 23) Morganium MU-3D**; 24) Morganium EU-
"1906"*; 25) Purebon*; 26, Baskadur.'**

motion, as well as by the material and degree of polish on the
cylinder walls.

It should be noted that the VNIIKIMASh, together with the
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TABLE 2

Tpe wYAe.IL ,e 1 AARTe. MoCTI. "C1.41311 1 8I 4.
-''' C JNCa•¶1O i a1/(' j' ____ . . . .. ..

1 12 2 3

7 10 1.8 2.53 2.7 2.8
211-1000 € .qyr 20 2.0 3.6 4.6 5.0

30 4.2 6.2 11,9 120.4

I
rtopa 1m.1 ,!23 1.4 1"53

r-311 CO Caabao 20 1.87 2.9 3.5 3.83
IXISH9 30 4.3 5.8 6,93 9.27

1) Brand of graphite; 2) friction of graphite in steam against
metal; 3) specific pressure, in kg/cmz; 4) duration of test, in
hours; 5) 2P-1000; 6) G-3P; 7) graphite with cast iron; 8) graph-
ite with lKhl8N9 steel.

TABLE 3

YXA o 2 1380C xavep~aua no x.eT=.I% 4 XKoPtsuples"I e"Ps

____, ___,. 2 IXitHSI 2X. 4r . .'!' 4-
a Mec~ It C".a 4yry 1711 2X136 _____

en O0 0.,29 0,46 05-3 0.23 0.20 0.18
314 10 1 03-46 9 50 Hey. 0.33 1 0 Heyz. 0.21 HtyA.

2n1-1000 50 0.27 0.46 0.23 1 0.17 0,19 0.231l 1

1) Brand of graphite; 2) specific pressure, in kg/cm2 ; 3) wear of
material against metals; 4) coefficients of friction; 5) lKhl8N9
steel; 6) 2Khl3 steel; 7) cast iron; 8) G-2P; 9) E-46; 10) fail-ure; 11) 2P-l100.

spedialized organizations will have to conduct scientific investi-
gations along the following lines:

1) determining the fatigue life of different brands of graph-
ites under compression in nitrogen, hydrogen, helium, etc.;

2) investigations of how the wear of graphite piston packings
depends on the average piston velocity, the final pressure, and
the moisture content of the gas being compressed;

3) selection of the brands of graphite which are suitable for
long-term operation in the compression of oxygen and air up to
pressures of 100-200 kg/cm2 .
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RESULTS OF THE TESTS OF THE FIRST TEST SPECIMENS OF THE KPK-6 COM-

r A special testing unit (Fig. 17) was set up at the VNIIKIMASh
for testing the KPK-6 compressor.

.cADDOmbie #1• m.nu •fus: A

ce~e-MMc E

'~"F

•0 7

Fig. 17. Flow diagram of testing unit for tests of the KPK-6 oxy-
gen coiqressor: 1) oxygen compressor; 2) filters; 3) safety
valves; 4) coolers; 5) oll cooler; 6) delivery receiver; 7) leak-
age receiver; 8) intake receiver; 9) filling ramp. A) Legend; B)
neasuring diaphragm; C) dynamometer; D) shutoff valve; E) manome-
ter with valve; F) check valve; G) reducer; H) tank; I) cooling
water; J.) water drainage; K) oil discharge.

The testing unit was adapted to operation with air and with
oxygen. The flow diagram of the testing unit provides for a closed
gas circulation system. Gas leaks were compensated during air op-
eration by the inleakage of air from the atmosphere into a re-
ceiver, and during oxygen operaticn by the addition of oxygen into
a receiver through a filling ramp, with the oxygen coming from
tanks through a reducer.

The gas compressed in the first stage passed through the
porous metal filter 2, the cooler 4, and, after being cooled,
went to the second stage of the compressor. From the second stage
the gas, at a pressure of 15 gage atmospheres, passing through the
filter and cooler, entered the delivery receiver 6, the choke
valve, the flow-rate measuring diaphragm, the main receiver 8, and
then the intake line. The gas leaking through the piston rings was
removed into the leakage receiver 7 and through a pipe to which
the diaphragm was attached the leakage gas returned to the main
receiver 8.
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liE -•TABLE 4.

During the Testing Period

t t rill • e C nI s too.lb O•~l
P ftel"O -- --- I 1OHi i i TTC ISZ)X Ctlel .III fp 11141lil"i P lhli I ti S I.. t Ko l[q I •bN .Il&l

0" 6 - 2 p I B "
em epl STOWEO -PHk 71

ladENu C?)OCNNK A-" P. CT.

BoWX 15.0 2,85 157.5 M2.0 212. 500 0.761

Kmcaopo.I 11.6 2.7 1i9.7 173.4 230 S00 0.827

1) Gas being compressed; 2) Pk' in gage atmospheres; 3) p of first

stage, in gage atmospheres; 4) temperature of compressed gas, In
0C; 5) after first stage; 6) after second stage; 7) output in

mr/hr at 760 mm Hg and 00; 8) n, in rpm; 9) delivery coefficient
Xp; 10) air; 11) oxygen.

In the testing process we measured the pressure of the gas
after the first and second stages, the output capacity, the oil
pressure, the delivery pressure after the first and second stages,
after the coolers of the first and second stages, the temperature
of the water and the oil, the power, the number of rpm, and the
leakage of gas through the piston rings; we also made an analysis
of the oxygen in the intake receiver.

The pressure was measured with engineering manometers, and
the temperature with mercury thermometers. The output capacity of
the compressor was measured by means of a normal diaphragm with
d = 40 mm and D = 103 mm. For the output capacity measurements the
diaphragm was placed after the pressure receiver 6. The output
capacity of the compressor dur:.ng long-term testing with air and
oxygen was measured with circulation of the gas in a closed sys-
tem. In addition, the output capacity of the compressor was meas-
ured three more times with an dpen system, in which the final gas
pressure ranged from 3 to 15 kg/cm2 .

In the testing process we measured the quantity of air sup-

plied by means of a pipe isolated from the receiver 8 (the results
of the measurements are given in Table 5); the amount of air sup-
plied when the intake tube was disconnected from the cylinder of
the first stage in crder to determine the influence of resistance
on the intake of receiver 8 and the piping (the results of the
test are shown in Table 6); the quantity of air taken in through
the same diaphragm which was connected to the receiver 8 and iso-
lated from the pressure line (the results of the measurements are
shown in Table 7).

The leakage was measured periodically; the amount of leakage
varied between 0.7 and 1.88 m3 /hr, i.e., it did not exceed 0.5%
of the volume traveled through.
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IIJ••'• TABLE 5

I Im•,"~ +I~1 _____ - I Ipoll 1110itiicIa-Utit.r .. v DO I

2 "I I l@Ipl nI fI 'O 10 .NW." P.. CT. ,O'
2 3 ItYflenf _

,,30 2.5 239 0.8(;5 .0 1 • ' o x(
t0o0 2.87 228 O,14.1 2.•9 02 0,813
15,1 2.8 .222 0.TW

1) Pressure in gage atmospheres; 2) Pk; 3) Pn

of first stage; 4) output capacity Vp,. in ms/hr
at 760 mm Hg and 00; 5) delivery coefficient,

p 4*

TABLE 6

V and A as Functions of
P P

i Ama'e Iua max-Z ,pon"Ol1e.I.bOC" Ko,4,Me.. w

SK I___ __ __ __ Is l ____ ____ j PT. CT. XO'

.o0 2 .,5 239 0.86
5.0 2.63 237 0.85

10.0 2.83 234 0,84
14.0 2.08 228 0.8
1.0 32.9 22 0.82

Note. The intake pipe is isolated from the first
stage of the cylinder.

1) Pressure in gage atmospheres; 2) Pk; 3) Pn of second stage; 14)

output capacity, in ms/hr at 760 mm Hg and 00; 5) delivery coeffi-
cient, XP

For measuring the leakage through the piston rings we set up
a normal diaphragm with d = 20 mm and D = 53 mm.

Since the leakage was found to be slight and it was found im-
possible to measure the pressure drop by means of a differential
manometer, the measurements were made with a gas counter. The
power of the electric motor of the compressor was measured by
means of Aron's circuit, and the number of rpm was measured with
a hand tachometer. The analysis of the oxygen was 'one with a
Hempel instrument.

The delivery coefficient and intake coefficient were deter-
mined from the formulas
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TA13LE 7
V nnd I as Functions of ,vs ... .vs-

1 Asls.¶emwe a cmu fpomIoocRTe.mufocrb Ke4mumteli
P I VaX fl'p' C13 licit"

PAN: arpsom CI) t1e11 op. 7CC .•.w pt. C. 1r 0I'
2 5 S

3.0 2.3 245 0.88.
5.0 2.4 243 0.875

10.0 2,6 240 O.AS0
14,0 2.7 W237 0.85
15.0 3.0 237 0.85

Note. The amount of air taken in, Vvs, was

measured by means of a diaphragm with d = 40 mmm,
D = 103 mm.

1) Pressure in gage atmospheres; 2) k3) Pn of first stage; 4)
output capacity, Vvs, in m /hr at 760 mm Hg and 0O; 5) intake co-

efficient.

where V p is the amount of air delivered by the compressor, reduced

to 00 and 760 mm Hg, in m3 /hr; V is the amount of air taken in
4 vs

by the compressor, reduced to 00 and 760 mm Hg, in m3/hr; Vo
= 0.278 is the volume traveled through by the piston of the first
stage, in m3/hr.

In operation with air, the compressor was tested for 330 hr,
and in operation with oxygen for 137 hr.

The average dutput capacity of the compressor in operation
with air for 330 hr was 212.4 mr (at 760 mm Hg and 00) at a de-
livery coefficient of 0.76. The average output capacity of the
compressor in operation with oxygen was 230 m3 /hr (at 760 mm Hg
and 00), and the delivery coefficient was equal to 0.827.

The average basic indicators of the operation of the KPK-6
compressor during the tests conducted with air and with oxygen in
a closed system are shown in Table 4.

The terminal power consumed by the electric motor was 44.8 kw
at a compressor output capacity of 237 m3 /hr and a final pressure
of 15 kg/cm2 .

The measured power across the terminals of the electric mo-
tor in no-load operation was 1.62 kw.

The linear dead space in the cylinders of the machine was 2

mn in the first stage and 2.3 mm in the second stage.
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I IThe measured dead volume of the first stage was 3.5%.

It follows from Tables 5 and 6 that the loss in output capac-
ity resulting from the resistance of the intake line at a final
pressure of 15 gage atmospheres is 2%.

From Tables 5 and 7 it is possible to determine the loss due

to imperfect seals in the machine and the testing unit.

At Pk 15 gage atmospheres the total gas loss is

) 0,85- -m= 050.797=O,C0•3. or 5,3%.

Since the gas loss through the piston rings does not exceed
0.5%, it follows that 5.0% of the loss is attributable to the pip-
ing and containers. The volumetric coefficient of the compressor
is determined from the formula

where a 0.035 is the ratio of the dead vo'ume to the volume of
the cylinder; T = 4 is the degree of expansion of the gas; m =

= 1.2 is the exponent of the polytropic expansion curve.*

The temperature coefficient for the intake at the given de-
gree of compression is i,=--0,97

The coefficient of pressure for the intake is X = 0.96.

Thus, the output loss of the KPK-6 compressor (in %) is:

Loss due to imperfect seal .................... 5.,
Loss caused by dead volume .................... 7
Loss due to heating of gas .................... 3
Loss due to intake resistance ................. 4[ Including:

loss in intake piping .............. 2
loss in valve and channels ......... 2

Total loss ...................... 19.5

This figure is in good agreement with the delivery coeffi-
cient Xp = 0.797 found above (Table 5).

The reduced value of X when the compressor was tested with
pair (Table 4) is attributable to leakage through the valves.

The air tests (Tables 5-7) and the 02 tests (Table 4) were
carried out after the valves had been checked.

When the compressor was tested with oxygen, a higher value
of X was obtained, owing to the difficulty of regulating the ad-p
mission of oxygen into the intake line and the creation of a cer-
tain amount of head.
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The isothermal compressor power was

RTO.2.303g -I
Nt •b- Mu4 18.5 kw,

where R = 29.3 kgm/kg.deg is the gas constant for air T = 2930 K
is the temperature of the air intake; G = 1.2.238 = 26 kg/hr is
the output capacity of the compressor when the power was measured.

The no-load power concealed by the motor was 1.62 kw, amount-
ing to 3.6%.

The power required for the electric motor under load was
taken to be 5% of the total measured power.

The power at the compressor shaft was

T-20 A 104000 hr.

The isothermal (external) efficiency of the compressor was

S~~~~18.,5....,0
'jS -1.6 - 0,445, or 44,5%,

The average wear of the graphite piston rings and guide rings
j is shown in Table 8.

TABLE 8

Average Wear of One Ring After 100 hr of Use
when the Compressor Operated on Air and on Oxy-
gen

3 Vesa ckonb rPAs cIYiie.H

' ' Pa~o*,ee ~6 $13noc - 6 MHuocPs.oi HSHKOAo8aUe Xeu Dec DecL

1 2 - "' 7 5, ' 7" '

B03.lYX Wn1 
0YHFl~ IIIC.1bhiOC 101.8 0.071 0.67 0.0* 0D.15)' f 0.077*I IBep=xec ,ianpas.'Rnoulce 275 0.15 0.055 - -q .. e manpan-no., te. 356 0.11 3.04 1,0.5," ,.33" 11.43.

1 [Oynaom"HTen.hoe - - - 21.260 0.191" 0,05'I[1Bep.tee manpae.1.olmuee - - - 89.45i: 1,13": 1.27"
2Hujmee manpae.'sioutce - - 90.07" 1.14"" 1 1.27

KNC3o- OYnAOTICItTCemIe 1101.8 0.551 0.51 21.2 1,0 1 0.475poA /Bepxutce ianpan.s.ioutee 275 2.56 0.94 89.45 0.7 0.8

13 l Huimw ee IIaflpa3. nuutee 1356 1 3.5 0.98 ¶ 0.07 5.4 6.0
I'

*Diameter 150 mm; operating time 221 hr.
* **Diameter 140 mm; operating time 109 hr.

1) Working medium; 2) designation of rings; 3) first stage; 4)
second stage; 5) weight of rings in grams; 6) wear; 7) in grams;
8) in %; 9) air; 10) packing ring, 11) upper guide ring; 12) lower
guide ring; 13) oxygen.
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l The rings of the first stage operated with air for 330 hr and
i witn oxygen for 137 hr, making a total of 4167 hr. The 1 0 5-mm, diam-

eter rings of the second stage operated with air for 22) hr; the
1 4 0-mm diameter rings of the second stage (second variant) op-
erated with air for 109 hr and with oxygen for 137 hr, making a
total of 2146 hr. In order to improve the pressure distribution',
the 150-mm cylinder bushing of the second stage, together with
the piston and rings, was replaced after 221 hr of operation with
a 140-mm diameter bushing.

When the compressor operated with air, the average wear of
the packing rings of the first stage after 100 hr of operation
was 0.07%, and the average for the second stage varied from 0.077
to 0.09%.

When the compressor operated with oxygen, the wear of the
rings became somewhat greater: after 100 hr of operation the val ue
in the first stage went up to 0.54%, and the valae in the second
stage up to 0.47%.

The increased wear of the guide rings of the first-stage and
seccnd-stage pistons is attributable to the fact that they absorb
all lateral forces arising as a result of any axial misalignment
of the cylinders with the piston rods and crossheads.

The increased wear of the graphite piston rings (packing
rings) when the compressor operated with oxygen is attributable
to the extreme dryness of the oxygen beam compressed. Unfortunate-
ly, this problem was not investigated during the testing of the
KPK-6 compressor.

According to data gathered outside the USSR, a small amount
of moisture in the gas being compressed reduces the wear of the
graphite piston rings.

Let us calculate, on the basis of the data obtained, a tenta-
tive service lifetime for graphite piston rings when the compres-
sor operates with oxygen and the average ring wear is 0.5% per
100 hr of operation; we shall assume that the maximum admissible
ring wear is 20%:

N-- 44,8 - 0,95 =42.6 kw.

The following conclusions may be drawn from the results of
the tests performed on the KPK-6 compressor:

1. The operation of the graphite piston packings may be con-
sidered satisfactory: the amount of gas Leaking through the pis-
ton rings was less than 0.5%; the weal of the compressor piston
rings in air operation after 100 hr was 0.07 to 0.09%, and in oxy-
gen operation after 100 hr approximately 0.5%.

With this wear value, we may assume that the service lifetime
of the piston rings will be 4000-6000 hr.

2. The good operation of the piston packings and valves, as
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well as the small amount of dead volubne, made it possible to ob- I'
•,a..Aa0. 11.z 6~ -1 ... t Vd', .JL ve, ry C Oe f fi ci 6 i t

3. The high wear of the guide .ings is attributable to the
axial misalignment cf the pistons and cylinders. The hinge Jointssupplied for joining the piston rods to the pistons did not ade--
quately compensate the axial misalignment between the cylindersand the pistons.

4. A compressor with graphite packings requires greaaer care
in fabrication than compressors with metal piston rings.

5. The operation of self-expanding band valves in the com-
pressor was satisfactory; during the test period we observed no
breaks in the plates, no appreciable wear of their limiters or of
the plates themselves; the tightness of the valves was also within
the range of the acceptable standards.

6. For compressors with a delivery pressure of 16 atm abs or
higher, we may recommend 2-7-1000 graphite, which showed good re-
sistance to wear. However, it is highly rigid and brittle, so that
it is difficult to work.

For compressors with a delivery pressure of up to 10 atm abs,
we may recommend brands D and Ye graphites of the Electrode Plant,
which are less brittle and are more easily worked, and which are
also much less expensive than 2P-1000 graphite.

Manu-
script Footnotes
Page
No.

41 VNIIKIMASh Note, "Testing of Graphite Packings on the
2R-3/220 and SA-8 Compressors (inv. No. 715).

44 For details of the tests conducted on the KPK-6, see
VNIIKIMASh Note, "Tests of the KPK-6 Oxygen Compressor
(inv. No. 716)."

48 M.P. Frenkel', Porshnevyye kompressory [Piston Compres-
sors], Mashgiz, 1949, page 33.

Transliterated Symbols

28Ha = nach = nachal'noye = initial

28 Kt-U( = KPK = kislorodnyy porshnevoy kompressor = piston-
type oxygen compressor

2•BXI' ZAII = VNIIKIMASh = Vsesoyuzr.yy nauchno-issledova-
tel'skiy institut kislorodnogo mashinostro-
yeniya = All-Union Scientific Research In-
stitute of Oxygen Machinery Construction



42 K = k = kazhushchiy = apparent; = konechnyy = final

45 n = p = podacha = delivery

Sk.t7 Bc = vs vsasyvaniye = intake, aspiration

49M = iz izotermicheskiy = isothermal
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